BEST OF 2012 The Artists’ Artists
Moyra Davey, Les Goddesses, 2011, HD video, color, sound, 61 minutes.

IMAN ISSA
Moyra Davey, Les Goddesses, 2011 Watching
Moyra Davey’s film, I had a feeling that I was confronted with more than just the work of an artist,
a photographer, or a woman reflecting on her life
and profession. Her often repeated “I” didn’t come
across as the “I” of a therapeutic self-portrait, or
the timid and humble “I” of a self-reflexive gesture.
Davey’s “I” felt more desperate, more like a last
resort. Perhaps she has known for quite some
time that this voice is one of the few, if not the
only, with which it is still possible to speak.
Perhaps it was the degree to which she pushes
that voice to its limits, or stretches its potential,
that was most memorable and unsettling to me.

TONY MATELLI
Olafur Eliasson (ARoS Aarhus Kunstmuseum,
Denmark) The waves of claustrophobia and
panic induced by Your Atmospheric Color (and
only amplified by my lingering hangover) glazed
me in cold sweat. My vision seemed to explode,
then collapsed completely. Perceiving only
regions of purple, green, red . . . I made a fast
exit. Fortunately, the crisp air of the roof deck
helped revive me, so I ventured, though still
mildly queasy, into Your Rainbow Panorama—
a large circular walkway mounted on top of
the museum, encased in color-saturated glass.
Suddenly, my head and vision were clear and
the faces of my companions were tinted, with
breathtaking beauty, by the light penetrating the
work. I’d ascended to an Eliasson-made pure
prismatic heaven from his womblike chroma-hell.

ROE ETHRIDGE
SAM LEWITT

Olafur Eliasson, Your Rainbow Panorama, 2006–11, heatreinforced laminated glass, wood, steel. Installation view,
ARoS Aarhus Kunstmuseum, Aarhus, Denmark, 2011.

Moyra Davey, Les Goddesses, 2011 Les Goddesses
braids vignettes from the life of Mary Wollstonecraft
with those of the artist’s own. We watch as Davey
traverses her apartment, haltingly reciting a prerecorded script, transmitted via earpiece. Her casual
foregrounding of technical media’s role in this is
striking. Occasionally, her Canon SLR appears,
shooting into domestic mirrors, reflecting a site
populated with specular technologies. A historical
understanding of both psychological and architectural interiority congeals here. Subjectivity is placed
on perilous ground by the technologies that support
its image. The film’s impeccable coda submerges
Davey’s camera under metropolitan pavement,
another interior from which some of photography’s
first images exited into the light of day.

“The World as Will and Wallpaper”
(Le Consortium, Dijon, France) Curated by
Le Consortium’s Stephanie Moisdon, my
favorite exhibition of 2012 was based on my
favorite book of 2012, Michel Houellebecq’s
The Map and the Territory. Less an interpretation of Houellebecq’s themes and ideas
than an extension of them, “The World” was
underpinned by immediately legible references to The Map—for example, wallpaper
by William Morris—yet shot through with
more oblique head-scratchers that still have
me thinking. I love when a show has this
“timed-release” effect. What does connect
Fourier (about whom I knew nothing before
reading the book) and the “prehistoric”
paintings of Verne Dawson? Pagan pleasure? To top it off, Houellebecq himself
showed up for the opening.

Five untitled painted glaze sculptures by Magdalena Suarez Frimkess, 2012.

SHIO KUSAKA
Michael Frimkess and Magdalena
Suarez Frimkess (South Willard,
Los Angeles) There were two
types of pottery in this show:
pots that Michael Frimkess threw
on a wheel and Magdalena
Suarez Frimkess decorated, and
pieces that she hand built and
decorated. His vases are tall and
solid. Her plates and cups are
small and cheery—one cup had
a handle that looked like a lifesaver for a pygmy marmoset.
All of the pieces are surprisingly
lightweight and brittle—like a
childhood photograph that you
have no memory of.
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Michel Houellebecq and Roe Ethridge,
Le Consortium, Dijon, France, April 21, 2012.
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